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Corrigendum

Corrigendum to ‘SANS measurements of deuteride formation in single
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correct crystallographic orientation. This is the mostWe report here an error in the crystallographic orienta-
important figure with regard to our error because it showstion of sample SC17 given in a previous publication [J.
the orientation of the observed anisotropic Porod responseAlloys Comp. 292 (1999) 134]. Two high-symmetry

¯ ¯ relative to the high-symmetry directions in the sample Qdirections, [001] and [110], contained in the Q plane of the
plane. The large deuteride plates responsible for this PorodSANS measurements of SC17 were inverted in Figs. 8 and

¯response, originally placed on the (001) habit plane, are9 of this publication. Fig. 9 is reproduced below with the a

Fig. 9. Reproduction of Fig. 9 from Heuser et al. [J. Alloys Comp. 292 (1999) 134]. The correct high symmetry Pd lattice directions contained in the
-2 -4measured Q plane are identified by the dotted vertical lines. Q (solid circles) and Q (open circles) scattering amplitudes versus azimuthal detector angle

-4for the 0.060 [D] / [Pd] deuterium fraction SANS measurement are shown. The Q scattering amplitude (open boxes) for 0.097 [D] / [Pd] is shown as well.
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¯now seen to form on the (110) habit plane. We interpreted the system into the miscibility gap. The balance of oura

the original, incorrect habit plane as being consistent with analysis of the SANS data, as well as analysis of solubility
formation of incoherent (or at least semi-coherent) plates and g-ray diffraction data, is unaffected by this error.

¯normal to the elastically softest [001] direction. In thisa

way, the system was thought to minimize the elastic strain
energy associated with the volume mismatch between the

Referencesincoherent deuteride phase and the host Pd lattice. We also
¯found that the (001) habit plane was consistent witha
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